June 9, 2020

Invitation to Action
To our CLBB Community:
As we individually and collectively mourn the tragic loss of George Floyd, and reflect
upon ways in which we can improve our efforts to fight racial injustice, I invite you to
join us and our partners today and throughout the summer for a new online learning
series: Justice and the Developing Brain. The program (see image below)
contributes to improving our justice system's response to juveniles and emerging
adults.
The lead organizer for this program is More Than Words, a nonprofit social enterprise
that empowers young adults who are in the foster care system, court-involved,
homeless, or out of school to take charge of their lives by taking charge of a business.
More Than Words offered a powerful statement on Black Lives Matter, closing with
the line: "We can't tell you how to act, but ask that you do."
The program, with presentations by CLBB Assoc. Managing Director Dr. Robert
Kinscherff, JD, PhD, is unique because it is co-sponsored both by the Committee for
Public Counsel Services (the Public Defender Agency of Massachusetts) and by the
Suffolk County District Attorney's Office, through the leadership of Suffolk County
District Attorney Rachael Rollins. DA Rollins is a national leader in criminal justice
reform, and I encourage you to see her passionate reflection last week on racism and
George Floyd's killing. She challenged all of us: "I hope you take a moment to
reflect what a terrible, terrible situation we are experiencing right now."
At the Center for Law, Brain & Behavior, I am proud of our partnerships with these
pathbreaking organizations and leaders. At the same time, I know that our Center
needs to do more to combat racism in the justice system. I look forward to sharing
more about our efforts over the course of the summer, and I hope that you will be able
to join us for our summer series.
Best,
Francis X. Shen
Executive Director

clbb.mgh.harvard.edu

MGH Center for Law, Brain & Behavior, Dept. of Psychiatry, Bulfinch 351,
55 Fruit St., Boston, MA 02114
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